
E N A B L E  R E B AT E  M A N A G E M E N T  F O R 

Customer Rebates
Manufacturers and distributors across many industries provide rebate programs to 
their customers, and these rebate programs play a significant role in creating joint 
business plans. These incentive programs can often become the strongest glue that 
binds trading partners together in a mutually beneficial, joint strategy.

Managing customer rebates efficiently means mastering a number of different 
processes —from setting up, adjusting and renewing agreements, to analyzing margins 
and profitability. To keep track of all these processes, many businesses naturally reach 
for the tool closest to hand to help them keep track of their customer rebates – the 
trusty spreadsheet. However, these spreadsheets can become notoriously complex and 
do not provide the visibility sales, finance and commercial teams all need to drive sales 
and loyalty. 

If this sounds familiar, you should be considering a cloud-based rebate management 
platform that will help you take full control of your customer rebate programs.

W H AT  O U R  C U S T O M E R S  S AY

Our problem was tracking the multitude  
of customers programs, incentives, discounts, 
and how they were practically all kept 
manually on various Excel spreadsheets.  I was 
actually told that there was no system, there 
was no company that could handle rebates 
of this fashion. But when I started on that 
journey Enable rose to the top pretty quickly.

‘‘

‘‘ Bob Gay
Customer Profitability Manager

Advance Auto Parts

B U S I N E S S  O U T C O M E S

Boost financial performance
Actionable insights reveal  
paths to increased margin, 

profitability and sales

Increase operational efficiency
Automation and collaboration  

free up valuable resource across 
the organization

Mitigate business risk
Single version of truth ensures 

auditability and avoids  
knowledge silos
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E N A B L E  F E AT U R E S

Record and pay customer rebates
By recording every deal, you can let 
your customers know what rebate 
revenue they’re due at a glance. 
Paying customers on time drives 
customer satisfaction and builds 
greater trust, loyalty, and sales.

Track performance
If both parties are to realize the full 
benefit of their joint business planning, 
sales teams need to carefully track 
customer performance against the 
customer rebate agreement. This can 
actively drive the behaviors needed to 
make sure rebate targets are met.

Avoid disputes with trading partners
To avoid disputes, you can view deals 
awaiting approval, sign off deals and 
see a history of your actions. You can 
also communicate with your trading 
partners if terms need amending.

Model intricate deal types  
or mechanisms
As well as the complexity of targeted 
and rule-based incentives, it can be 
quite common for manufacturers to 
offer additional rebate deals that run 
for a specific period; for example, 
as a response to shifts in customer 
demand, to promote a product in a 
particular quarter or to support a new 
product launch. 

You can now seamlessly monitor these 
intricate incentives with powerful 
forecasting capabilities. 

Report and analyze instantly
When data is locked in a spreadsheet, 
reporting can take weeks instead 
of hours. With access to a suite of 
reports with granular and summarized 
information, this allows you to collect 
and analyze rebate earnings data from 
your trading programs.

Provide a full audit trail
A single source of truth gives you 
complete accuracy, confidence in your 
accruals, and reduces disputes. This 
allows you to demonstrate regulatory 
compliance and ensure business 
continuity.

Enable’s goal is to turn rebate management processes that are often risky 
and burdensome into an opportunity to drive growth and profitability 

between manufacturers and distributors. Contact Enable today at  
hello@enable.com or visit enable.com to schedule a demo.


